Abstract. The purpose of this research is to design a fuzzy logic feedback controller (FLC) in order to control a desired tip angle position a rotary flexible joint robotic arm. The FLC is also employed to dampen the vibration emanated from a rotary flexible joint robotic arm when reaching a desired tip angle position.
Introduction
Fuzzy Logic Control has been renowned control approach over the centuries. Fuzzy set theory was first introduced in a seminar paper by Lotfi Zadeh. It was published in the rather obscure journal of Information and Control [1] . Zadeh an electrical engineer by training was one of the leading authorities in control theory in the 1950s and early 1960s. However, during the process of writing a book on linear systems with Charles Desoer in 1963, he noticed that in spite of the richness of the existing mathematical theory of control, we have been able to deal with a very special case of systems that are linear and time invariant, or nonlinear but with a specific property [2] . He traced this problem back to the Aristotelian notion of absolute truth and falsehood, and generalized such notion to the case of partial truth and partial membership in a set.
By the late 1980's, with the advent of fuzzy chips, fuzzy logic was established successfully in Japan's industry. In contrast, the US contributed less application of fuzzy logic for their industry. This mainly due to the fact that, fuzzy logic lacked basic theoretical verifications concepts such as stability and robustness (i.e. mathematical model not available) which normally used by theoreticians for classical control. When a mathematical model is not available, it makes little sense to talk about stability or any other structural properties. Several researchers have tried to come up with stability conditions for fuzzy systems and have reported some success [3] . However, the primary goal of fuzzy logic is to develop an alternative to mathematical modeling for systems which either lack a proper mathematical model because it is either too ill-defined, or the model is so complicated that it is of no practical use [4] .
The application of fuzzy logic began in 1974, when Mamdani and his associates used a fuzzy logic controller to control the temperature in a rotary cement kiln [5] . After that, more applications of fuzzy logic control were presented by researchers all over the world in various fields [6] - [12] . For example, the FLC has been used in pattern recognition, classification, and clustering and presented in [13] . Several applications for robotic have been reported in [4] and [5] . Moreover, [16] had applied the FLC to suppress the swing of gantry crane system. Meanwhile, application of fuzzy logic for renewable energy system has been presented by [17] . More application of FLC can be found in [18] - [20] .
The application of FLC to control a rotary flexible joint module has been reported by several researchers. [21] had developed a composite collocated proportionalderivative (PD) and fuzzy logic control for tracking and vibration control. [22] had proposed a cascade fuzzy logic controller (FLC) to remove link vibrations and to obtain fast trajectory tracking performance. [23] had modelled and controlled the flexible joint for vertical orientation. Other control strategies for controlling a rotary flexible joint module can be found in [24] , [25] and [26] . Although a fuzzy control approach has been used in their work, most of the control technique is complex and not straight forward. Hence a direct fuzzy control strategy is proposed for a rotary flexible joint in this paper. In particular, a fuzzy Mamdani is employed to overcome oscillations emanated from a rotary flexible joint robotic arm.
Mathematical Equation
In brief, Figure 1 depicts the flexible joint module coupled to the SRV02 plant. The Module is attached to the SRV02 load gear by two thumbscrews. The Main Arm is attached to the module body by two identical springs thus resulting in the flexible joint. In this paper, only the state space representation of the complete system is given. This allows us to investigate the fuzzy logic control performance in simulation. The detailed derivation of the mathematical equation of flexible joint module can be found in [15] . 
Experimental Set Up
Similar experimental set up as in [24] is used for controlling the rotary flexible joint. In brief, WinCon™ is a real-time Windows 98/NT/2000/XP application. It allows running code generated from a Simulink diagram in real-time on the same PC (also known as local PC) or on a remote PC. Data from the real-time running code may be plotted on-line in WinCon Scopes and model parameters may be changed on the fly through WinCon Control Panels as well as Simulink. The automatically generated real-time code constitutes a stand-alone controller (i.e. independent from Simulink) and can be saved in WinCon Projects together with its corresponding user-configured scopes and control panels.
Fuzzy Logic Controller
The goal of this project is to dampen oscillations of a rotary flexible joint robotic arm with fuzzy systems. The fuzzy logic controller is used because it is an innovative technology to design solutions for multiparameter and non-linear control problems. In addition, it uses human experience and experimental results rather than a mathematical model for the definition of a control strategy. Mathematical models and difference equations generate crisp descriptions of systems. This is fine if the mathematical properties and physical laws of the system are known or can be calculated. However, for non-linear processes, the underlying dynamics of the system can be too difficult, or indeed, impossible to model. In these situations, it is more useful to describe the system as a series of if-then rules. This is essentially what a fuzzy model is. It is a mapping of input space to output space by means of a rule base. Hence, the model requires no strict mathematical equations and the range of uses for the fuzzy model is vast. Figure 2 shows how fuzzy logic is used to control the position and to dampen the oscillation.
Fig. 2. The Fuzzy logic control block diagram for controlling flexible joint module
In general, the fuzzy controller has four components namely rule-base, interface mechanism, fuzzification interface and defuzzification interface as shown in Figure 3 . A brief description of each component is as follows:  The rule-base Here, the knowledge for the control of the system is held as a set of IF -THEN statements.
 The inference mechanism
The inference mechanism evaluates which control rules are relevant at the current time and then decides what the input to the plant should be.
 Fuzzification interface
The fuzzification interface can be regarded as the input interface. It has the function of modifying/scaling the inputs so that they may compare to the rules in the rule base.
 Defuzzification interface
The defuzzification interface acts as an output interface. The output from the inference mechanism is converted so that it may be fed into the input for the process. 
Fuzzy Mamdani Controller

Input membership function
Theta Error (rad)  neg-high, neg-low, zero, pos-low, pos-high. Alpha (rad)  neg-high, neg-low, zero, pos-low, pos-high. Theta Dot  neg, zero, pos.
Alpha Dot  neg, zero, pos.
Output membership function
Voltage (V)  neg, zero, pos
Fuzzy Logic Rule-Base
Fuzzy Logic Rule-Base applied for the rotary Flexible Joint Robotic Arm are as follows:
R1
: If (thetaerror is zero) and (alpha is zero) and (thetadot is zero) and (alphadot is zero) then (Voltage is zero)
R2
: If (thetaerror is neg-high) and (alpha is neghigh) and (thetadot is pos) and (alphadot is negative) then (Voltage is zero)
R3
: If (thetaerror is pos-high) and (alpha is poshigh) and (thetadot is neg) and (alphadot is positive) then (Voltage is zero)
R4
: If (thetaerror is neg-low) and (alpha is poshigh) and (thetadot is pos) and (alphadot is zero) then (Voltage is zero)
R5
: If (thetaerror is pos-low) and (alpha is neghigh) and (thetadot is neg) and (alphadot is zero) then (Voltage is zero)
R6
: If (thetaerror is neg-low) and (alpha is poslow) and (thetadot is zero) and (alphadot is positive) then (Voltage is pos)
R7
: If (thetaerror is pos-low) and (alpha is neglow) and (thetadot is zero) and (alphadot is negative) then (Voltage is neg)
R8
: If (thetaerror is neg-high) and (alpha is neghigh) and (thetadot is pos) and (alphadot is negative) then (Voltage is pos)
R9
: If (thetaerror is pos-high) and (alpha is poshigh) and (thetadot is neg) and (alphadot is positive) then (Voltage is neg) The fuzzy set membership functions (FSMF) for the inputs are illustrated in Figure 5 to Figure 8 . Meanwhile, the FSMF for the output illustrated in Figure 9 .
Results
System performances by using Mamdani fuzzy controller is compared with the system without a controller in simulation and experiment. Simulated results are presented in Figure 10 and Figure 11 . Meanwhile, experimental results are depicted in Figure  12 and Figure 13 . The results show that the servo load angle did not achieve 45°. The maximum arm deflection angle is about 8°.
Without Controller
Fig. 10:
Simulated plot for servo load angle without a controller. 
Simulation Results
Simulated results for servo load angle and arm deflection angle with Mamdani Fuzzy controller is presented in Figure 14 and Figure 15 . 
Experimental Results
Experimental results for servo load angle and arm deflection angle with Fuzzy Mamdani controller is presented in Figure 16 and Figure 17 . A slight overshoot occurs in the experimental plot for servo load angle compared to the simulated plot. Meanwhile, the result of arm deflection angle results showed that the experimental plot is better than simulated plot. The arm deflection angle is about 8°.
Conclusion
The fuzzy logic controller was applied, designed and tested in the Rotary Flexible Joint Robotic Arm system. The Gaussian membership function was considered to develop the fuzzy rule. The results showed that fuzzy controller performed satisfactorily to suppress the oscillations. In future, the FLC should be further tuned so that the performances for servo load angle and arm deflection angle become better. The design may consider different membership function such as triangle and trapezoidal. The Fuzzy Sugeno may also be considered for future control design.
